INCOSE UK Chapter Tutorial Day Wednesday 10th June

INCOSE UK tutorial days provide an excellent opportunity to extend or reinforce your Systems Engineering skills by learning from acknowledged experts. This year we have commissioned tutorials to ensure a good balance of subjects and quality of content. There is a mixture of tried and tested presentations and new material on offer, all brought to you by experienced presenters.

Attendee feedback for the tutorials presented in previous years was very positive, most importantly regarding the quality of the learning experience. Here is a sample of the comments:

“Good practical demonstration of topic through targeted appropriate exercises”
“Excellent content extremely relevant and appropriate level of delivery”
“Great presenters, good breadth of topics - good discussions and practical advice”
“Very informative day”
“Wished I could have attended multiple tutorials”

The tutorial day will be held at the Lydiard House Conference Centre near Swindon on the 10th June 2015. Overnight rooms will be available for those not wishing to travel on the day of the tutorial.

We are offering a choice of six full day tutorials that explore a range of Systems Engineering topics:

1. Communication Skills for Systems Engineers
   Presenters Kirsty Akroyd-Willis and Ivan Mactaggart
2. How to ‘Systems Think’
   Presenter Stuart Burge
3. Building the Business Case for Systems Engineering
   Presenter Paul Davies
4. Saving the Earth Using Enterprise Architecture!
   Presenters Ian Gibson and Kevin Howard
5. TeamStorming – Applying Systems Thinking to Problem Solving
   Presenters Jon Holt and Simon Perry
6. Systems Engineering for Interfaces
   Presenters Hazel Woodcock and Ian Presland

At least 6 registrants are required for a tutorial to be run and there is a maximum of 15 places on each tutorial. Book early to secure a place on your chosen tutorial and ensure that it has enough participants to run.

The registration fee is £300 (ex VAT) for INCOSE members and £360 (ex VAT) for non-members. Non-members who sign up for annual membership of INCOSE at the time of registering for the event (£105) will be charged at the member rate. Student and retired member concessions are available – see our website for details.

For any enquiries related to this event please contact the INCOSE UK Secretariat at enquiries@incoseonline.org.uk.